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Introduction
Flood forecasting, and more broadly flow forecasting, are an extremely relevant topic worldwide. This is certainly
the case in Africa, due to significant reasons. Water is a prized resource in much of the continent, being that basic
needs can be better served and substantial economic gains made using effective flow forecasting techniques. Also,
populations often occupy dangerous floodplain areas due to lack of awareness of the risks, scarce information, and
necessity, being particularly exposed to floods; more lives and livelihoods can be saved when flood warnings are
issued timely.
On the one hand flow forecasting deals with uncertainty and is a technically challenging problem over which the
scientific community has invested both a lot of time and resources. Yet, despite great advancements having been
made in the past, many scientific and technical challenges associated with flow forecasting are far from being
solved. On the other hand, in many African countries, the expertise to maintain flow forecasting systems is lacking,
the required data is simply not available, and the infrastructure needed to prepare and transmit it is not in place.
A novel state-of-the-art probabilistic flow forecasting tool that aims to address these shortcomings is presented in
this contribution. Designed for Africa and based on machine learning techniques, the tool is cheap to implement (in
fact nearly free, as the code is open-sourced), has fully adaptable data requirements (simulations improve as more
relevant data is used as a predictor), and provides a full and extremely accurate depiction of forecast uncertainty.
Presently, the system is being tested on the Zambezi River Basin, where it is expected to alleviate the impacts of
flooding and contribute to enhance hydropower production.

1. Background
1.1 Motivation
Flow forecasting is paramount for reservoir management and plays a central role in the prevention of downstream
floods and the optimization of hydropower production. Accurate flow forecasting is, however, not always easy. In
fact, in order to obtain flow forecasts one should have access to numerical weather forecasts, a calibrated
hydrological model, and an ensemble forecasting system that brings those components together [Cloke and
Pappenberger, 2009].
Even if all those components are available, it should be kept in mind that forecasts are always uncertain, and it is
therefore important to have a good idea about the quality of the information that is being relied upon to make
reservoir management decisions. One way to do so is to move from a deterministic paradigm to a probabilistic one.
In fact, that has been the tendency of the hydrology community for several years.
Obtaining reliable probabilistic forecasts can be a complex and computationally intensive process. Arguably, the
two main ways to achieve that goal are uncertainty postprocessors or ensemble forecasting systems. Uncertainty
postprocessors rely on a deterministic hydrological model whose predictive error is modeled based on past
forecasting performance and can, therefore, be estimated operationally [Krzysztofowicz, 2002; Todini, 2008;
Solomatine and Shrestha, 2009; Weerts et al., 2011]. Ensemble forecasting systems are based on multiple runs of
one or more deterministic models among which sets of parameters, initial conditions, and inputs change. As such,
their reliability depends, firstly, on the reliability of the numerical weather prediction system and, secondly, on the
data assimilation scheme (e.g. an Ensemble Kalman Filter) that manages each model run. Often, the predictive

distributions produced by ensemble forecasting systems must themselves be postprocessed to match observations
from a statistical standpoint.
Whether opting for a postprocessor or an ensemble forecasting system, the following requirements should be met:



Availability of a calibrated hydrological model.
Access to a numerical weather prediction system that provides future inputs to the hydrological model (e.g.
precipitation and temperature forecasts).



Computational capacity to run the postprocessor or ensemble forecasting system.

In Southern Africa, and particularly in the Zambezi River Basin, some of these requirements have been hard to
fulfil. While presently the Zambezi Watercourse Commission (ZAMCOM) is making concrete efforts towards the
operationalization of a centralized forecasting system for the basin, until very recently major reservoirs upon whose
hydropower production the regional economy depends did not have access to a probabilistic flow forecasting
systems. This is perhaps not surprising, as flow forecasting systems are usually expensive and require a fair amount
of expertise to set up and operate.
In 2016, the largest artificial reservoirs in the Zambezi River Basin, Kariba and Cahora Bassa, operated at low water
levels. This affected Kariba particularly, with repercussions on the dam’s hydropower production capacity and,
consequently, on the regional electricity supply.
In the present contribution, a free and open source flow forecasting system designed for Africa is presented. It is a
data-driven approach based on state-of-the-art machine learning models that fully adapts to the information capable
of producing probabilistic forecasts.
1.2 Development of the forecasting system
The system started being developed with the African Dams Project (ADAPT) which, focusing on integrated water
resources management in the Zambezi River Basin, has been a fruitful endeavor to collect and interpret data in order
to increase the scientific basis for decision making [Mertens et al., 2013]. Among others, the project’s research
partners included the Integrated Water Resources Management Centre at the University of Zambia, the Centre for
Engineering Studies of the Eduardo Mondlane university (Mozambique), the hydropower operators Zesco and ZRA,
the Laboratory of Hydraulic Constructions (LCH) of the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL,
Switzerland), the Department of Surface Water – Research and Management of the Swiss Federal Institute for
Aquatic Science and Technology, the institutes of Integrative Biology, Environmental Engineering, Environmental
Decisions, Biogeochemistry and Pollutant Dynamics, the Center for Comparative and International Studies, and
Advanced Studies in Development and Cooperation at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich [Mertens,
2013].
Following ADAPT, the smaller-scale ADAPT-Database (ADAPT-DB) endeavor aimed to produce a water resources
database with data analyses capabilities. It was within ADAPT-DB, which finished in 2016, that the present
forecasting system was mainly developed. Working with local stakeholders, the project benefitted particularly from
the engagement and interest of the Water Resources Institute of Angola (Instituto Nacional de Recursos Hídricos),
the Zambezi River Authority (managing the Kariba dam), the Eduardo Mondlane University in Mozambique
(Universidade Eduardo Mondlane), and the Hydroelectric of Cahora Bassa (Hidroeléctrica de Cahora Bassa,
managing the Cahora Bassa dam).
At its core, the forecasting system developed under ADAPT-DB can predict an inverse conditional distribution
based on a sufficiently long historical series of observed values and ancillary data. For a given probability, p , the
value of the conditional distribution of a random variable Y conditioned on the set of ancillary data D , FˆY|1D ( p) ,
can be estimated according to Eq. (1):
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where g i () represents a chosen deterministic moddel (an artificiaal neural netw
work in this casse [Haykin, 19994; ASCE,
2000a, 20000b]) n is thhe size on an ennsemble of moodels used to m
make the preddiction, d is thhe data the preediction is
conditionned upon, i arre the parametters of model g i () ,  ( gi ) iss the fraction of
o observationns that exceed the
simulations made by g i () , and  is a small numbber that allowss to base the prrediction on m
models which are
a in line
with the pprobability p .
Finding thhe parameterss i for every ddeterministic m
model in the eensemble is the computationnally challengiing part of
the methoodology. That task is accom
mplished by em
mploying a muulti-objective optimization
o
allgorithm [Coeello Coello
and Lechuuga, 2002; Deeb et al., 2002] to find the Pareto
P
surface sspanned by exxceedance,  (ggi ) , and a choosen error
metric thaat ranks models according too how well theeir simulationns match obserrvations (for exxample, the m
mean
absolute eerror).
Owing to its general naature, the conccept can in prinnciple be appllied to model aany stationaryy phenomena.

2. Case study
In the scoope of this worrk the flow forrecasting systeem will be appplied to the Uppper Zambezi River Basin (Fig.
(
1). The
Upper Zaambezi is a larrge catchment with an area oof 519 000 km
m2. It contributes with approxximately 80%
% of the
inflows too the Kariba reeservoir, whicch is the largesst artificial reservoir in the World
W
with a ttotal volume oof about
180 km3. More details oon the catchm
ment and the Kariba
K
hydropoower system caan be found inn Matos [20144] and
Schleiss aand Matos [20016].
The concentration timee of the Upper Zambezi has been estimateed to be of aboout 60 days [M
Matos, 2014]. A
Along the
m of the Zambbezi, there are several locatioons where disccharges and w
water stages aree recorded daiily. The
main stem
ones conssidered in this work, from uppstream to dow
wnstream, aree Chavuma Faalls, Lukulu, Seenanga, and Victoria
V
Falls. A m
major wetland is present in tthe catchment: the Barotse F
Flats. Due to iits massive stoorage capacity, it has a
significannt effect on thee hydrograph oof the Zambezzi between Luukulu and Senaanga.
To illustrate the capabilities of the prroposed forecaasting system, flow and voluume predictionns are made att Victoria
Falls baseed on differentt sets of inform
mation.

Fig. 1. Uppper Zambezi Rivver Basin and its
ts main featuress of interest.

3. Interrpreting proobabilistic forecasts
f
The interppretation of prrobabilistic forrecasts is som
mewhat differennt from the intterpretation off deterministicc ones. In
fact, becaause the outputt of a probabillistic forecast is a predictivee uncertainty ddistribution insstead of a singgle value, its
quality caan be viewed iin terms of reliability and reesolution.
The resollution of a moddel can be welll quantified reesorting to thee  metric, desscribed in Rennard et al. [20110].
Defined bby Eqs. (2) andd (3), it reflectts the overall reliability
r
of thhe estimated pprobability disstribution.  vvalues vary
between 0 and 1, the laatter indicatingg perfect reliabbility.
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In Eq. (3)), p i  and p i  stand for thhe i th observeed and theoretiical p-values of
o the predictioon and N repreesents the
number oof predictions.
Beyond thhe the  metriic, reliability ccan be evaluatted resorting too a predictive QQ-plot. The interpretationn of the QQplot is illuustrated in Figg. 2.

Fig. 2. Interpretation of a ppredictive QQ-pplot. Adapted fr
from Renard et aal. [2010].

The resollution (or sharppness) of the fforecast is a m
measure of how
w wide the preedictive uncerttainty distributtion is. It
can be caalculated usingg Eq. (4) [Renaard et al., 2010]:
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where  is the resolutiion, N is the number of preedictions, andd

i
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is the stanndard deviatioon of the prediictive

th

uncertainty distributionn estimated forr the i predicction.  variees between 0 aand infinity annd larger valuees are
preferablee.
To some extent, resoluttion and reliabbility can be inndependent. A
An example of two reliable forecasts
f
with very
Figure 3.
different rresolutions is presented in F

Fig. 3. Reliiable forecasts oof different resoolutions. The perrcentage indicaates the probabiility of an
observationn being found w
within each color band.

4. Resullts and disccussion
4.1 Autooregressive foorecasts
The first iillustration off the system is done by carryying out a hinddcast (forecastt carried out onn past data thaat can
therefore be compared to historical oobservations) oof daily dischaarges at Victorria Falls takingg observationss at that
station annd time of the year as the onnly input variabbles. This corrresponds to thhe most basic fform of forecaast and can
be accom
mplished wheneever a long serries of historiccal records is aavailable for ttraining the moodels used forr the
forecast. R
Results for a w
window of 10 years, from 2000 to 2010, aare presented in
i Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Autooregressive 30-dday forecast at Victoria Falls. The percentagee indicates the pprobability of
an observation being foundd within each coolor band.

A detail oof the 2009-20010 hydrologiccal year is presented in Figuure 5, along wiith the predicttive QQ-plot oobtained in
validationn years (years not used for model
m
trainingg). The validation numericall performance metrics were α=0.985,
and π=1.0026. Evidentlyy, a 30-day leaad time forecast with this quuality resortingg to autoregresssive data alonne is only
possible ddue to the veryy long concenttration time off the Upper Zaambezi and the smooth behaavior that charracterizes
its hydroggraph.

Fig. 5. Autooregressive 30-dday forecast at Victoria Falls. On the left: dettail of the hydroological year
of 2009-20110. On the rightt: predictive QQ
Q-plot for validaation years.

4.2 Com
mposed forecaasts
One can nnaturally imprrove the autoreegressive foreccast by providding the system
m with additioonal informatioon. This
information can in theoory be anything, but pertinennt examples foor flow forecasting are meassurements from
m upstream
models.
stations, rrecorded rainffall, rainfall forecasts, or eveen simulationss from other hyydrological m
In the preesent case threee additional ddata series werre used: dischaarges measuredd at Chavumaa Falls, water sstages
recorded at Lukulu, andd water stagess recorded at S
Senanga. Withhout any speciffic pre-processsing, that inforrmation
was used to enhance thhe autoregressiive 30-day leaad time forecassts at Victoria Falls, as can be
b inferred froom Figure 6.
Validation performancees were now α=0.916
α
and π=1.066 and, as can be seen, the width of the
t predictive distribution
was signiificantly reducced. In Figure 7 the detail off the 2009-20110 hydrologicaal year, as welll as the validaation
predictivee QQ-plot are presented. Thhrough the latter, it becomess apparent thatt the improvem
ment in resoluttion came at
the expennse of a small ttendency for oover-predictionn.

Fig. 6. Com
mposed 30-day forecast
f
at Victooria Falls. The ppercentage inddicates the probaability of an
observationn being found w
within each color band.

Fig. 7. Com
mposed 30-day forecast
f
at Victooria Falls. On tthe left: detail of the hydrologiccal year of
2009-2010.. On the right: ppredictive QQ-pplot for validatioon years.

4.3 Volu
ume forecasts
Just as arbbitrary types oof data can be used as inputss, the object of the forecastss is not limitedd to flows. I caan also be,
for exampple, water stagge or accumulaated volume. A
As the latter hhas a particularr interest for reeservoir manaagement, the
last case presented
p
in thhis paper is a fforecast of thee volume of waater that will ppass in Victoriia Falls in the 90 days
followingg the date of reeference. A hinndcast of the pprediction, froom 2000 to 2010, is depictedd in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. 90-dday accumulated volume forecaasts at Victoria Falls. The perccentage indicatees the
probabilityy of an observatiion being foundd within each coolor band.

The numeerical validatioon metrics weere α=0.959 annd π=1.014. Inn Figure 9, the detail of the hhydrological yyear of
2009-2010 and the valiidation predicttive QQ-plot aare presented. It is worth notticing that, at long lead timees,
probabilisstic predictionns become partticularly usefuul. In fact, foreecasting 90-daays into the futture is hard – eeven in the
Upper Zaambezi – and ddeterministic ppredictions will always misss observationss. Probabilisticc predictions, however,
h
acknowleedge that errorrs are likely to be made and supply the moodeler with relliable informaation.

Fig. 9. 90-dday accumulated volume forecaasts at Victoria Falls. On the leeft: detail of thee
hydrologicaal year of 2009--2010. On the rright: predictivee QQ-plot for vaalidation years.

5. Concclusions
The flow forecasting toool presented iin this paper iss free and can run on a norm
mal desktop coomputer. It is ppresently
Basin.
under actiive developmeent and being tested jointly with stakeholders in the Zaambezi River B
More thann a flow foreccasting methoddology, this tool also takes tthe role of an oonline databasse that can be aaccessed
remotely through a com
mmon internett browser suchh as Mozilla Fiirefox or Googgle Chrome w
without the neeed to install
any speciific software. IIt also does noot require proggramming skills to be used. Through its fllexible principple, the
forecastinng system can predict flows, water stages or even accum
mulated volum
mes at varying lead times, allways
making ggood use of thee information tthat is availabble.
The methhodology reliess on a data-driiven principle. As such, a reepresentative hhistorical data series is extreemely
importantt to obtain reliiable forecastss. Also, the serries being moddelled should bbe stationary and,
a therefore, drifts such
as the clim
mate change ccannot be direcctly handled. F
Finally, movinng towards exttreme events, the estimates of
predictivee uncertainty ddistribution lose quality andd should not bee expected to be
b reliable.
The propoosed forecastinng tool is freee, easy to use, and highly fleexible. It can bbe retrieved at http://zambezzi.epfl.ch. In
cases wheere other foreccasting methoddologies are tooo expensive to
t set up, too ccomplex to preepare and maiintain, or
simply noot leading to reeliable results,, it can constittute a powerfuul and practicaal alternative w
way of produciing
hydrologiical forecasts.
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